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Let n be an integer, n 3 2. A set %,, of complete bipartite idi-Igraphs with n vertices is called 
a critical covering of the complete (di-)graph with n vertices if and only if the comp’lete 
(di-)graph is covered by the (di-)graphs of 2X,,, but of no proper subset of 1172,. All possible 
cardinalities of critical coverings fxn,, are determined for all integers n and for undirected a$ well 
as directed graphs. 
1. Introduction 
Let n be an integer, n 22. We consider complete bipartite graphs B( V, W) 
(digraphs R*( V, W)), where the set V of vertices has size n, W s V, and the set of 
edges is W X (V- W). K&K:) denotes the complete graph idigraph) with n 
vertices. A set n of B(V, W)‘s (B*( V, W)‘s) is called a covering of p(, (Kz), if and 
only if G = ( V, U W x (V - W))-the union taken on all B’s (B*‘s) of g&-is 
equal to K, (Kz). n is called a critical covering of K,, (Kz), if and only if %!, but 
no proper subset of %R is a covering of K, (Ktf). 
Let f(n) (f*(n)) denote the minimum cardinality of a covering ZR of K, (Kz). 
Evidently, every covering with minimum cardinality is also critical. Let g(n) 
(g*(n)) denote the maximum cardinality of a critical covering %R of Ki (Kz). 
We will cumber the vertices by 1,2,. . . , n and the graphs (digraphs) of m by 
1,2,... 
Next we give examples of coverings of Kz. Consider the graphs of Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. 
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Obviously, 
is a covering of &, * but not a critical one. The following 3 subsets of $!, are 
critical coverings of I(‘:: 
%, = fi (B”}U fi (B”), 
i=l i=7 
rn4 = 1; (B”}LJ (J (B”}. 
i=l i=5 
These coverings have different card.inalities; that of !V& is minimal and that of 98, 
is maximal, as we will prove below. in this paper we present the following results. 
For undirected gr4Lphs: 
Theorem 1. f(n/ = [log2 nl . (See footnotes 1 and 2.) 
-orem 2. g(n)=n-1. 
Themrem 3. For mery integer w! with f(n) < m G g(n) there is a critical covering ‘3R 
of K, of cardZna2ity m. 
For directed graph: 
morem 4. f”[n) = min(k: (L&) 2 n). (See footnote 3.) 
Theorem 5. 
g*(n) = 
i 
2n-2 if2Gns6, 
L$n2J ifnaT. 
6. For egery integer t t with f(n) 6 m G g*(n) there is a critical covering 
‘B of Xz of cardinal@ m. 
For the motivation of these problems see Gronau [3], where they have been 
<c&bed in terms of matrices. 
’ 1x7 denotes the least integer not less than x. 
* This result (without proof) was also mentioned in Chung [l]. 
’ ix) cfenotes the grearest integer not exceeding x. 
2. 
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Proofs of Theorems 1 and 4 
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We associate to every vertex i of V the indices of those graphs (digraphs) (-\f %Z 
for which i does not belong to that W. Thus, we get an n-tuple @ of subsets of the 
index-set {l’, 2,. . . , r}, t = I$& It can easily be checked for undirected graphs that 
$ contains different sets only. Then, @ is a subfamily of the power set of 
(192 9 ’ l l 9 r}, i.e. 
nS2’ and jml=r+log& 
Let r. = [log, nl . If we take n sets of the power set of {1,2, . . . , ro}, the associated 
ZR is a (obviously critical) covering of K,,. 
For digraphs, @ is a Sperner family, i.e. X$ Y for a11 different X, YE@. 
Sperner’s theorem [lt] implies 
r 
n-- < ( 1 b/4 r ” 
since ($&) is the maximal size of a Sperner family on an r-element set. Let 
r,=min{r: i,,;,)-nj. 
Taking n sets of the [,ro@]-elements ubsets of (1: 2,, . . . , ro}, the associated m is a 
(obviously critical) covering of Kz. _ 
Thus, Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 are proven. 
3. Proof of Theorem 2 
First we give an example of a critical covering $! of K, with I%!1 2 /t - 1: 
rn=(&,..., B,_,) with .Bi = B( V, {i), for i = 1,2, . . . , n - 1, i.e., the B’s are 
stars. 
NOW we prove lfxrtl~ n - 1 for all critical coverings 9’&! of K,, by induction on n. 
(1) n = 2. Clear. 
(2) Let n 2 3. Obviously, B( V, W) = )3( V, V- Wj. If 9Jl corntains only stars, 
then our above example implies \%@I 6 n - 1 immediately. Now we assume that 
there is a graph B,( V, W,) E !lR with 2 s I Wol s n -2. Those edges of a graph of 
%@, which occur only in this graph, wiil be called essential ones. Every graph of m 
contains at least one essential ed!ge. Otherwise that graph could be omitted from 
m, i.e., %! would not be critical. The graphs of !?A!-{ B,} can only have essential 
edges which connect points of W, or points of V- W,. Now let N1 (Nz) contain all 
subgraphs of the graphs of !@!-{B,) induced by W, (V - W,). I’dI (NJ is a (not 
necessarily critical) couerifig of the subgraph of K,, induced by W0 (V- Wo). Let 
N’, (!+&) be a subfamily of N1 (A$) which is critical. Evelry essential edge of a graph 
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of f$&! with respect to _Y,, is also an essentia! edge of the corresponding subgraph 
contained in I\1, or N3. with respect to WO or V- WO, respectively. 
Hence, 
4. Proof of Theorem 3 
Let m be an arbitrary integer with f(n) s 37% 6 g(n). Let 
Let 
t $= max{k: k S m, n - k Q2”3. 
m--t 
WC)= IJ {Bi({t+ 1, t+2, l * * 3 n}, Izi}} 
i=l 
be a minimal covering of the complete graph induced by {t+l, t+2,. . .,n}. 
9X= A {B(V,{i))}U2t(B(V, Ki)) 
i=l i=l 
is a critical covering of K,,. 
5. Proof of Theorem 5 
L,et SR={BT(V, WI), . . . , BT(V, W,)) be a maximal critical corering of K$ We 
have to show that 
t = g*(n)< h(n) = I 2n-2 if2Sn=G, [in21 if n 23 7. 
g*(n) = h(n) th en follows from an example of a maximal critical covering which 
will be given irA section 6. We call a (directed) edge of a digraph B* E %! essential, 
if this edge occurs only in this B*. 
Let T be the set of essential edges of the digraph B”( V, Wi), i = 1,2,. . . , t. 
Since SX is critical, the sets Ti are nonempty and, obviously, the 7’i’s are mutually 
disjoint. If %(T,, . . . , ‘Tt) is any system of representatives, there are 2 possible 
cases: Case 1: There is no pair X, y E V with (x, y)~% and (y, X)E 8. Cr.se 2: 
There is a pair X, y E V with (x, y)~ 3 and (y, X) E %. 
Case 1. We consider an (undirected) graph R with the set of vertices V and the 
set of edges ‘8. Then R is a simple graph with n vertices and t edges. If R 
contains no triangle, then Turhn’s theorem [S] implies t s [$n2]. Now we suppose 
that R contains a triangle. Let the vertices of any triangle be X, y, and z. Then the 
directed edges of % which connect x, y, and z form a graph isomorphic to one of 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. 
(1) We may assume that (x, y), (x, z), (y, z) E i!R. Let Bz( V, WJ E 9X be that 
graph containing (x, z 1, i.e., x E W& ~4 Wb. If y E WiO or y$ Wk, then B$ V, Wi,) 
contains the edge (y, z) or (x, y) i.e., (y, z) or (x, y) cannot be an essential edge of 
another digraph of 9X, which contradicts this edge belonging to %, respectively. 
(2) We may assume that (x, y), (y, z), (z, X)E% and (x, yk BF(V, W,), (y, Z)E 
Bf( V, Wz), and (z, X)E Bt( V, W3). Let B*( V, W) be an arbitrary graph of 
!lJ2 - {By, Bf, Bt}. Since the edges (x, y ), (y, z), and (z, x) are essential, x E W 
implies y E W and z E W, while x4 W implies z 4 W and y 4 W. Thus, {x, y, z} s W 
or (x, y, z) n W = $3. The edge (y, x) must occur in Bf( V, W,) or B$( V, W3). If 
(y, x) E Bz( V, W,), then z$ WI, since otherwise the edge (x, z) would not occur in 
a graph of a. Then the same argument implies y$ W3. Thus, Bz(V, W,) does not 
contain the edge (y, x) and this edge is also essential in Bf(V, Wz). @ = 
‘8 -{(y, z)} U {(y, x 1) i!; also a system of representatives of { T1, . . . , T,). % belongs 
to the second case. If (y, x) E Bf( V, W,), then (y, x) E I?;( V, WJ must hold and 
we may reduce this case to the second one, too. 
Case 2. The proof in this case is much more comy;licatt:d and laborious. It kl! 
be published separately in Gronau [2]. 
6. Proof of Theorem 6 
Let In be an arbitrary integer with f*(n) s m s g*( rc). We consider two cases 
separately. We give an example of a critical M-element covering ZE of Kz, which 
can easily be verified. 
(1) f*(n)< m G n. Let 
t=max k:k=%n-l,n-kS I ( m-k l( )I nz-k)/2] l 
Let 
m-t 
2X&= l_j {B”({t+l,t+2 ,..., n}, u/i”>} 
i5 1 
be a minimal covering of the complete digraph induced by {t + 1, t + 2, . . . , n}. 
2% = lj {B*( v. (i)))” ‘iy {B*( v, W)}. 
i=l i=l 
(2) n<msg*(n). Let 
V1 ={l, 2,. . . , [$zj]~ and V2 = { Iin] + 1, [in] + 2,. . . , n). 
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(2.1) ~12 7, i.e., n < m G [$n2J. Let 
1 - L3nl- 1) (m u= L&z T 1 
and 
b=m-l&j-aE(n-l)j+l. 
then 
2sb<[i(n+l)j. 
m= u {B”(V, {iHJW2--(jH)~ 
l=Si=Sa 
iEV2 
c U W*( V, Ia + 11 U ( V2 -IRAN 
~n/2~+lSi~:~n/2~+b-l 
(2.2) ns6. Then 3cn:s6 and n+l<m<2n-2. 
m= ; {B*(v, {i})}u”_ij+l{B*(v, V-(i))) 
i=2 i=2 
U{B*(V,{1,2,. . . , m-n+l})}. •I 
Critical coverings with maximum cardinalities are, consequently: 
6 {B*( V, {i})} U 5 {B*( V, V-ii})] if 2~ n ~6. 
i .=2 i-2 
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